
Fernhill Primary Academy  

Oak Class 

Easter Holidays Activities 
       

 

 

 

 

 

               

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
    

  

 

Match half an egg 
Make some card or paper egg 

shapes.  

Draw some patterns on the eggs.  If 

you have some colouring pencils or 

crayons you could make colourful 

lines or squiggles.  But different 

thickness patterns and designs using 

a pencil will work just as well.  

Then cut the eggs in half.   

Hide 1 half of each egg.  

Share out the remaining halves.  

Who can find the other half to 

recreate the original egg?   

                                                 

Play sleeping bunnies!   

Pretend to be asleep in 

your burrow.  When the 

bunny wakes up it needs to 

hop, hop hop.                

You could pretend to be 

other animals.  What 

actions/movements will 

they do when they wake 

up?       

Put on a show.                           

This could be:                                      

a fashion show                                     

a dance show                                       

a singing show                                  

act out your favourite story or film                         

 

 

 

Here are some ideas of things you might like to do during the holidays.  

 

I would love to see some photos if you do try any of these suggestions.   

 Make an Easter Bonnet or 

Easter Hat.   

 

    
 
You could use decorate one of your 

hats, or use a strip of paper like 

the crowns we made in school at 

Christmas.     



 

 

 
Egg and Spoon Race (without running or using an egg!) 

Find some teaspoons or larger spoons, so you can have one each.    

Find some objects which will fit in the different size spoons.    

Set up a start and finish line.  

Balance the objects in the spoon.  

Who can carry the object across the line without running or dropping it?   

Change the course, add in some obstacles to go around, or under.    

Have fun and remember to keep safe. 
 

 

 

 

 

Make your own Easter Dominoes.  

Draw lots of egg shapes.  

Draw a line to divide each egg in 

half.   

Draw dots (up to 6) at the top and 

the bottom of the egg.    

Have fun playing dominoes. 

 

  

Make a den. 

 

Have fun, using pillows, blankets 

and other household items.  This 

could be really small den just for 

you, or huge den for you and 

your whole family. 

Name the animals                                                 
Draw some baby animals.   What are the baby animals called?     

            What are the adult animals called?  


